Ways to save without cancelling your vehicle insurance
Because of the Janu”worry” aftermath, you might be tempted to cut costs to make up for your
recent overspending. One cost item, which stands out, in particular for many, are monthly insurance
premiums. As a result, consumers end up thinking that they will save money through cancelling
their vehicle insurance policy. However, it is not a smart choice especially in the long run.
Eugene Herbert, managing director of advanced driver training company, MasterDrive, says "Even a
relatively minor incident that puts your car out of commission can be devastating. You might end up
having to pay a bill that reaches into the thousands” says Herbert.
In addition, you would have to pay for the other vehicle’s damage if you caused the accident not to
mention the loss you will suffer if your vehicle is stolen. According to a report released last year by
the Automobile Association of South Africa (AA), 70% of vehicles on South African roads are
uninsured. In addition, there were 16 325 reported carjacking cases from 2017 to 2018, while the
festive season death toll on SA roads was 767 at the end of 2018.
As such, one can simply not afford to cancel vehicle insurance as well as life insurance. Life
insurance is essential as it ensures that your loved ones are taken care of should you no longer be
there. Here are a few ways how you can save on your insurance premiums without having to cancel
your policy:


Speak to an insurance broker such as Iemas Insurance Brokers (FSP 47563) a wholly
owned subsidiary of Iemas Financial Services, about your insurance requirements. A broker
will provide you with competitive quotes to choose from, while taking into account your unique
needs. Thus, you will get the best cover at the best price. Speak to Iemas Insurance Brokers
today on: 080 102 383 or visit http://bit.ly/2ArO6am



Review your policy on a regular basis. Contact your insurance broker to re-look your
situation and your requirements – you might be able to save due to changing circumstances.
For example, your car insurance premium could be less if, you moved to a different area or if
your vehicle is now parked in a locked garage.

Adapted from: https://m.wheels24.co.za/News/thinking-about-cancelling-your-car-insurance-to-savemoney-heres-how-it-cost-you-in-the-long-run-20190124

Iemas offers affordable financing solutions to assist
matric graduates in building a bright future
Excitement and anticipation was in the air at the start of the year as almost 800,000 Grade 12 learners
eagerly awaited their matric results for 2018. The 78.2% pass rate means that over 600,000 young
adults now need to decide whether they will be entering the job market, taking a ‘gap’ year or
furthering their studies.
A month has since passed and the initial excitement is now being replaced by the gloomy reality that
this is not an easy decision with the official unemployment rate at 27.5%; the highest South Africa
has seen since 2017. Thus, opportunities are limited when trying to enter the job market straight out
of matric and taking a ‘gap’ year could set one back in terms of work experience and also requires
funding. In addition, tertiary education is costly with the average annual cost for the first year of a
qualification in 2018 ranging between R15 000 and R90 000, depending on the certificate, degree and
institution. That is excluding textbooks, accommodation and general living expenses. Study options
include degrees, diplomas, higher certificates and short skills courses – all for which the matric
graduate will require funds.
According to Banie van Vollenhoven, Group CEO of Iemas Financial Services, both parents and matric
graduates have to carefully consider the options available to them in the current economic climate.
“Although the overall statistics may look unfavourable, there still is hope in that financial institutions,
like Iemas can assist with affordable educational loans”, says van Vollenhoven.
Iemas offers a GradUcare educational loan, which is no ordinary loan product as it covers tuition
fees, textbooks costs and student accommodation at a very affordable interest rate and reasonable
repayment term. “The interest rate of a maximum of prime plus 3% makes it possible for parents to
provide a real future for their children in an affordable manner. GradUcare is also unique in that a
parent or guardian starts paying immediately for the loan, thus the student won’t have the burden of
paying off an entire loan that includes interest when finally entering the job market” says van
Vollenhoven. The GradUcare educational loan can also be used by the individual who is already
employed to further their studies. For more information on GradUcare, contact us on 0861 043 627
or visit http://bit.ly/2KGH85W

What happens to your body when you eat too much
Sometimes your eyes are bigger than your stomach and you end up eating more than your body can
handle at one time. However, what really happens to your body when you overeat, why is it so bad for
you and what can you do to manage the symptoms after overeating? We take a look at what happens
and how to cope after overeating:
Eating too much will cause your body to work in overdrive:
Eating too much can cause a spike in your blood sugar levels because your body begins to
overcompensate and produce more insulin than usual to keep blood sugar levels at a healthy range.
As a result, you might experience headaches, increased thirst and fatigue. In addition when you overeat,
your digestive organ literally swells, causing bloating, discomfort, even nausea and, in some cases, acid
reflux. What's more, when food takes a long time to break down, your sleep patterns, as well as your
brain functionality, can become distorted too.
So how can you ease a stomach that has been fully loaded?
Overeating is not ideal and should be avoided as far as possible as it is very bad for you. The main
rule of thumb is to stop eating as soon as you start feeling full. However, if you indulged a little too
much then this is what you can do:
 Drink the recommended six to eight glasses of water per day to keep hydrated, help your body
digest,
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 Exercise can help jumpstart your metabolism and help your body work off the extra calories.
However, rigorous exercise probably is not the best idea too soon after you have cleared your
plate. Rather go for a light walk or practise yoga – these activities might help you feel better and
aid in digestion.
Adapted from: https://www.businessinsider.co.za/what-happens-if-you-eat-too-much-2019-1

